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EpochField Workﬂow Builder
EpochField Work Management Workﬂow Builder application provides a web-based
experience for application administrators to build, view, edit, and conﬁgure the work
types and tasks of any ﬁeldwork. Users can create workﬂows and forms for any work type
with custom ﬁelds and deﬁne cross-ﬁeld validation rules for data entry and values.
Read More
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EpochField Workﬂow Builder
Each workﬂow in an organization will be diﬀerent with respect to the events they are
designed for. For example, the set of forms and information to be collected for gas leak
surveys are diﬀerent from tree inspections. As data collection takes place, ﬁeld workers
use digital forms to perform their work on hand-held devices. The forms need to be
tailored and customized to comply with the company’s standards for a speciﬁc
inspection type. The forms also need “intelligence”, automatically changing the required
input ﬁelds dynamically, immediately as the form is being ﬁlled out. These forms are
database-driven, generated to reﬂect the organizations workﬂow database model.
User interface tools for creating and modifying forms is critical for UX designers to build
the best and most eﬃcient workﬂow experiences for ﬁeld workers. Intelligent forms are
important for eliminating unnecessary and incorrect choices both as the form is created
and as the form is being ﬁlled out during data collection in the ﬁeld. The Work order
forms can be built and deployed to enforce mandatory ﬁeld values and can also be
conﬁgured and assigned by geographic area.

Key Features & Beneﬁts
Work orders are viewable and editable from
EpochField (editable fields are chosen by the
Workflow Builder creator).
Field users can create work orders if
previously built Workflow Builder forms are
not suiting their needs.
Multiple work types can be assigned to the
same field user.
GPS Breadcrumb – places points on the map
to track progress for any sort of patrol.
Since the points have a User ID and
timestamp attached to them, they are useful
for tracking progress and submitting for
audits.

Creation of work types and task types with
configurable setups to cater to any field
work.
- Damage Assessment
Pole Damage
Conductor Damage
Missing Pole Damage
- Gas Leak Survey
Leak Identification
Can’t Get In (CGI)
Abnormal Operating
Conditions (AOC)
- Overhead Inspection
Missing Structure
- Vegetation Management
Tree Trimming
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